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ABSTRACT
Aircraft structures are known to be prone to nonlinear phenomena, especially as they constantly become lighter
and hence more flexible. One specific challenge that is regularly encountered is the modeling of the mounting inter-
faces between aircraft subcomponents. Indeed, for large amplitudes of vibration, such interfaces may loosen and, in
turn, trigger complex mechanisms such as friction and clearances. In this context, the present work intends to inves-
tigate the nonlinear dynamics of the Morane–Saulnier Paris aircraft, accessible at ONERA. This aircraft possesses
multiple bolted connections between two external fuel tanks and wing tips. The objective of the paper is specifi-
cally to carry out an adequate identification of the numerous nonlinearities affecting the dynamics of this full-scale
structure. Nonlinearity detection and the subsequent subspace-based parameter estimation have been performed
on experimental data, collected during an on-ground test campaign. Nonlinearity detection is first achieved by the
comparison of frequency response functions estimated at low excitation level, with those obtained at high amplitude
level, yielding insight towards accurately characterizing the behavior of the bolted connections. Then, a nonlinear
subspace identification method is applied to measured data to estimate the linear and nonlinear parameters of the
structure and novel strategies and tools that overcome specific arisen problems are developed.
Keywords: Nonlinear system identification; frequency-domain subspace method; full-scale aircraft; cubic splines; spurious
poles.
1 INTRODUCTION
The increasing levels of performance demanded to aircraft structures can require the implementation of design procedures and
options that may, in turn, lead to the activation of some nonlinear phenomena. Numerous works reporting on the evidence
of existing nonlinearities in aerospace applications can be found in the technical literature, as, to give only some examples,
Ref. [1 3]. Classical linear subspace-based methods [4] have recently been generalized to handle these occurrences [5; 6].
Specifically, the frequency-domain nonlinear subspace identification (FNSI) method has been proved to successfully deal with
grey-box models, affected by many nonlinearities [7].
In this paper, the FNSI methodology is applied for the first time to a full-scale structure, the Morane–Saulnier Paris aircraft.
This aircraft presents multiple bolted connections between the wings and two external fuel tanks, located at the wing tips. The
experimental identification requires that a considerable number of output locations are utilized on the aircraft main body and
at the two the ends of the mounting interfaces, where nonlinear behaviors are expected to arise. Due to the presence of
many nonlinearities, a relevant number of basis functions are included in the FNSI routine. The development of novel tools
and strategies is carried out to overcome the problems related to the high dimensionality of the consequent inverse problem.
Moreover, classical subspace methods do not provide the user with the possibility of selecting among the poles computed at a
given model order. This means that, in the usual procedure, all the calculated poles have to be included, the physical as the
spurious ones. To avoid this drawback, an appropriate strategy is employed, that allows for removing the undesired spurious
poles.
Linear identification is first performed at low amplitude level, with the aim of collecting the modal parameters. Then, the compar-
ison between frequency response functions (FRFs) estimated at low and at high amplitude level is employed for detecting the
overall nonlinear behavior of the structure. Afterward, the FNSI method is applied to estimate the underlying linear properties
and the nonlinear restoring forces. Finally, a novel strategy for spurious poles’ removal is applied to the identified model.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE AIRCRAFT AND OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The structure is the airframe of the Morane-Saulnier Paris aircraft, represented in Figure 1. This French jet aircraft was built
during the 1950s and was used as a trainer and liaison aircraft. The structural configuration under consideration corresponds to
the aircraft without its jet engines and standing on the ground through its three landing gears with deflated tires. A specimen of
this airplane is present in ONERA’s laboratory. It is used for training engineers and technicians for ground vibration tests (GVT)
and for research purposes. GVT exhibit nonlinear behavior in the connection between the wings and external fuel tanks located
at the wing tip.
Figure 1: Morane-Saulnier Paris aircraft.
A total of 38 accelerometers is employed to instrument the structure, of which 8 tri-axial sensors are positioned at the two ends
of each of the 4 wing-tank bolted attachments (Figure 2), where, thus, nonlinearities are mainly expected to be located. Two
small-size shakers, one visible in Figure 1, are used to apply pure broad-band random excitation inputs to the two wings, along
the vertical direction. The adopted sampling frequency is equal to 400 Hz. Acceleration and force signals are both recorded at
the driving points, located below the fuel tanks (Figure 3), by means of impedance heads.
In this paper, all the output channels related to bolted attachments are denoted by a label of the form abc:D, where a is Ri or
Le, for indicating the right or the left side of the aircraft, respectively, b is Fr or Re, when referring to the front or the rear bolted
connection, and c is Wi or Ta, if the considered node belongs to the wing or to the tank, respectively. More over, D represents the
channel direction (X, Y, or Z), evaluated with respect to a fixed reference frame, having the X-axis coinciding with the longitudinal
axis of the aircraft, but directed from the nose to the tail, the vertical, Z-axis, pointing upward, and the Y-axis chosen to form a
right-handed cartesian coordinate system. Both the ends of the bolted connections are included when the character c is imposed
equal to BC. To give an example of this nomenclature, the label LeReWi:Y denotes the output channel referred to the left rear
bolted connection, node on the wing, along the Y direction. In the case of input channels, instead, we need only to distinguish











Figure 2: Connection between external fuel tank and wing tip (top view). Close-up of (a) front and (b) rear bolted attachments.
Figure 3: Layout of the experimental setup (top view). Black circles: output locations; red circles: driving points.
3 NONLINEAR SUBSPACE IDENTIFICATION IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The FNSI method derives models of mechanical systems possessing localised nonlinearities directly from measured data, and
without resorting to a preexisting numerical model, e.g. a finite element model [6]. It is applicable to multi-input, multi-output struc-
tures with high nonproportional damping and high modal density, and makes no assumption as to the importance of nonlinearity
in the measured dynamics [8]. The vibrations of such nonlinear systems are governed by Newton’s second law
M q(t) +C _q(t) +Kq(t) + g(q(t); _q(t)) = p(t) (1)
whereM, C, K 2 R nn are the mass, linear viscous damping and linear stiffness matrices, respectively; q(t) and p(t) 2 R n
are the generalized displacement and external force vectors, respectively; g(t) 2 R n is the essentially nonlinear, i.e. non-
linearizable, restoring force vector encompassing elastic and dissipative contributions, and n is the number of degrees of freedom
(DOFs) of the structure obtained after spatial discretization. The amplitude, direction, location and frequency content of the
excitation p(t) determine in which regime, linear or nonlinear, the structure behaves. The effects of the r lumped nonlinear






ca;b ha;b(q(t); _q(t)): (2)
In this double sum, sa is the number of nonlinear basis functions ha;b(q(t); _q(t)) selected to describe the a-th nonlinearity, and ca;b
are the associated coefficients. The total number of nonlinear basis functions introduced in the model is equal to s =
Pr
a=1 sa.
Linearity in the parameters avoids an iterative optimization process, and issues related to initialization and convergence thereof.
Given measurements of p(t) and q(t) or its derivatives, and an appropriate selection of the functionals ha;b(t), the FNSI algorithm
aims at computing estimates of (i) the FRF matrix
H(!) =
  !2M+ j ! C+K 1 (3)
describing the underlying linear properties of the system in Eq. 1, where ! is the frequency and j the imaginary unit, and (ii) the
nonlinear coefficients ca;b in Eq. 2.
The identification methodology essentially builds on a block-oriented interpretation of nonlinear structural dynamics, which sees
nonlinearities as a feedback into the linear system in the forward loop [9], as illustrated in Fig. 4. This interpretation boils down
to moving the nonlinear internal forces in Eq. 1 to the right-hand side, and viewing them as additional external forces applied to
the underlying linear structure, that is





ca;b ha;b(q(t); _q(t)): (4)
Based on Equation 4, the parameter estimation problem is solved in the frequency domain by processing a user-selected number
Underlying linear




p(t) q(t), _q(t), q(t)
Figure 4: Feedback interpretation of nonlinear structural dynamics [9].
of frequency lines in the measured band. A state-space representation of Eq. 4 is first extracted directly from frequency-domain
data using robust tools from numerical analysis, including QR and singular value decompositions. The calculated state-space
parameters are secondly converted into the modal space to estimate the underlying linear FRF matrixH(!), and to the physical
space to estimate the nonlinear coefficients ca;b. Fig. 5 presents an overview of the identification methodology. The interested
reader is referred to Ref. [6] for a detailed introduction to the theoretical and practical aspects of the FNSI method.
4 LINEAR ANALYSIS AT LOW LEVEL AND NONLINEARITY DETECTION
When the system is excited with low amplitude level inputs, the nonlinearities affecting the bolted connections are not activated.
This means that data acquired at low level can be utilized to perform a linear identification of the structure. To this aim, a band-
1. Select appropriate basis functions ha;b(q(t); _q(t)) to represent the nonlinearities.
2. Choose the number of processed frequency lines in the measured band.
3. Determine the order of the state-space representation of Eq. 4 and calculate its
parameters from frequency-domain data.
4. Convert the state-space model to modal space to estimate the underlying linear
FRF matrix H(!).
5. Convert the state-space model to physical space to estimate the nonlinear coef-
ficients ca;b.
Figure 5: Overview of the FNSI methodology.
limited (7 – 45 Hz) white-noise signal is applied to the aircraft, having a root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of 4.4 N. In this
conditions, the FNSI method can be employed for obtaining the linear modal parameters of the structure. Since we, here, focus
only on the identification of the first 5 modes, the frequency band of analysis ranging from 7 to 21.5 Hz is considered. A detailed
motivation of this choice is reported in subsection 5.2.



















Figure 6: Stabilization diagram computed by the FNSI method at low level (4.4 N RMS). Dot: no stabilization in natural frequency;
cross: stabilization in natural frequency; square: extra stabilization in damping ratio; circle: extra stabilization in MAC value;
triangle: full stabilization. Stabilization thresholds for natural frequency, damping ratio and MAC value are 2 %, 10 % and 0.95,
respectively. The green line indicates the selected model order.
Figure 6 shows the linear properties extracted by the FNSI method for model orders up to 50. This stabilization diagram leads
to the identification of 5 mode shapes, whose natural frequencies and damping ratios are listed in Table 1. The obtained results
are therein compared with those estimated by using another state-of-the-art algorithm, i.e. the poly-reference Least-Squares
Complex Frequency Domain (p-LSCFD [10]). Furthermore, in Figure 7 the comparison of results is performed by means of
the modal assurance criterion (MAC [11]). By considering what is shown we may conclude that the two methods give basically
the same results, both in terms of natural frequencies and mode shapes, while a bias error inevitably affects the estimate of
the damping ratios. However, a good agreement is found when comparing FRFs synthesized by the FNSI method and those
obtained with the H1 estimator (Figure 8).
A second random data set measured at high level (44 N RMS) is then analyzed to detect and locate in the frequency domain
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Figure 7: Comparison between FNSI and p-LSCFD results. (a) AutoMAC for FNSI method; (b) MAC between FNSI and p-LSCFD
mode sets.
































Figure 8: FRF LeReWi:Y/RiIn:Z. Comparison between H1 estimate and FNSI synthesis at low level (4.4 N RMS).
FNSI p-LSCFD Discrepancy
Mode fn (Hz)  (%) fn (Hz)  (%) f (%) (%)
1 9.02 0.29 9.02 0.32 0.00 9.38
2 10.64 0.78 10.64 0.78 0.00 0.00
3 12.75 0.67 12.70 0.56 0.39 19.64
4 18.71 1.34 18.64 2.10 0.38 36.19
5 20.23 0.86 20.11 0.84 0.60 2.38
TABLE 1: Comparison between FNSI and p-LSCFD results. Estimated natural frequencies (fn) and damping ratios () in the 7
– 21.5 Hz band.
the modes triggering nonlinear mechanisms. Since all the considered mode shapes involve to a certain extent the wings’
deformation, all the frequencies seem to be affected by nonlinear distortions. To give an example, the deformed shapes of
modes 2 and 4 are depicted in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Deformed shapes corresponding to modes 2 and 4 identified at low level (4.4 N RMS). Geometrical dimensions are
given in meters. (a) Mode 2 (10.64 Hz) and (b) mode 4 (18.71 Hz). Blue and red lines indicate the undeformed and deformed
shapes, respectively.
In Figure 10, the comparison between the low- and high-level FRFs is presented. A softening behavior is clearly visible for all
the first 3 modes, included in the range from 9 to 13 Hz. Modes 4 and 5 represent the most critical configurations in terms of
deformed shapes. During the resonance, in fact, the bolted attachments are activated through a combination of wing bending
and torsion. As a consequence, the related modal parameters are strongly affected by nonlinear distortions. Since the peak
located at 18.7 Hz is more depressed at high level, the interpretation of the nonlinear behavior becomes arduous. However, by
looking at the phase plot, one may conclude that the noticeable curve translation is still induced by softening effect. We instead
demonstrate in what follows, that this phenomenon can likely to be attributed to loosening in the bolted connections. In fact,
even if at high level an overall softening effect has been detected, we later show that some connections can exhibit a combined
softening-hardening behavior.
5 NONLINEARITY IDENTIFICATION AT HIGH LEVEL
To obtain a nonlinear subspace model of the aircraft at the high 44 N RMS level, a five-step procedure is followed (see Figure 5).
The first step is an appropriate selection of the nonlinear basis functions ha;b (q (t) ; _q (t)) defined in Eq. 2. The analysis reported
in Section 4 has revealed that the physical phenomena activating the nonlinear behavior of the structure are complex and
numerous. Since the aircraft is equipped with 4 bolted attachments and the acceleration is measured at the two ends along
each direction, 24 output channels are candidate to form the right basis functions. In the following section, two useful tools are
introduced: i) cubic splines, that avoid the selection of physics-based functional forms; ii) the comparison approach, that allows
for evaluating the influence of the selected basis functions on the retrieved underlying linear properties.
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Figure 10: FRF LeReWi:Y/RiIn:Z. Comparison between H1 estimate at low (4.4 N RMS) and high (44 N RMS) levels.
5.1 Selection of appropriate basis functions
For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, the scope of this section is restricted to an elastic nonlinear restoring
force g(q(t)) in the single-DOF case. Let q be divided into L segments of arbitrary length and defined by their abscissas, denoted
by qk for k = 1; : : : ; L+1. Each abscissa is associated with an ordinate gk, together defining a knot (qk,gk) of the spline. Thus, if
q is a displacement value in between knots k and k+1, the corresponding point of a cubic-spline-based approximation of g(q(t))
is given by [12]
g(q(t)) = (2t3   3t2 + 1) gk + ( 2t3 + 3t2) gk+1 + (t3   2t2 + t)(qk+1   qk) g0k + (t3   t2)(qk+1   qk) g0k+1 (5)
where t is the normalised displacement q qk
qk+1 qk . The computation of the first derivatives g
0
k = @gk=@qk can be achieved by
forcing the cubic spline and its first two derivatives to be continuous across each of the interior knots. This results in L  1 linear
constraint equations
g0k 1
qk   qk 1 + 2

1






qk+1   qk = 3

gk   gk 1





Since the essentially nonlinear restoring force g(q(t)) is zero and has zero slope at equilibrium, one should also enforce, in the
segment containing the abscissa of the equilibrium point, that
(t30   2t20 + t0)(qk+1   qk) g0k + (t30   t20)(qk+1   qk) g0k+1 =  (2t30   3t20 + 1) gk   ( 2t30 + 3t20) gk+1 (7)
and
(3t20   4t0 + 1)(qk+1   qk) g0k + (3t20   2t0)(qk+1   qk) g0k+1 = 6(t0   t20)(gk   gk+1) (8)
where t0 =  qkqk+1 qk . Eqs. 6, 7 and 8 constitute L + 1 relations that uniquely define the L + 1 parameters g
0
1; : : : ; g
0
L+1 as
functions of the ordinates of the knots g1; : : : ; gL+1. The first derivatives can thus be substituted in Equation 5 to compute the
basis functions associated with the ordinates. These basis functions correspond to the terms ha;b(t) introduced as additional
external forces in the FNSI algorithm, as described in Section 3.
The optimal number of knots in the definition of the splines should rigorously be sought by minimizing the difference, in some
metric, between the predictions of the nonlinear model and measured data. In practice, an acceptable number of knots can be
found by a trial and error approach, by maximizing the accuracy of the underlying linear properties of the system, estimated from
nonlinear data. However, when a large number of outputs is employed to form the basis functions, the inverse problem becomes
difficult to be solved. This is mainly due to the high dimensionality of data matrices involved in the computation. This means that
the maximum allowed number of basis functions is inevitably influenced by the size of the data set utilized in the identification.


















Figure 11: Stabilization diagram computed by the FNSI method at high level (44 N RMS). Dot, crosses, squares, circles and
triangles are defined similarly to Fig. 6.
In this framework, the comparison approach represents a novel strategy, developed to solve the above described problems. The
main idea is to single out the minimum number of outputs and the simplest functional forms, which are able to retrieve at high
level enough accurate underlying linear properties. The first step is to collect natural frequencies, damping ratios and real mode
shapes estimated by the FNSI method at low level. Tolerance thresholds are imposed by the analyst to these three parameters.
In particular, the tolerance on natural frequencies is utilized to form the acceptance regions. Of course, the number of these
regions has to be equal to the number of the collected natural frequencies. Then, at high level, the outputs that are candidates
to form the basis functions have to be combined in a series of scheduled experiments. The underlying linear properties are
extracted for all the combinations and for each model order. The obtained solutions are stacked in the acceptance regions
and the discarded linear properties are immediately classified as non comparable in natural frequency. At each model order,
at least one admitted solution must be found in all the acceptance regions. An ultimate step is needed to reveal the so called
comparable model orders, in which the underlying linear properties are retrieved within certain tolerance limits. A graphical tool,
that we name comparison diagram, is developed to make simple and effective the visualization of the comparable model orders
and of equivalent solutions. On the x-axis, the natural frequencies are represented, while the model orders are given on the
y-axis; horizontal green lines indicate the comparable model orders. As in the case of stabilization diagram, several situations
are labeled with different symbols: The dot denotes no equivalence in natural frequency, the cross represents equivalence in
natural frequency, the square and the circle stand for extra equivalence in damping ratio and in MAC value, the triangle refers to
fully equivalent solutions.
For the investigated aircraft, the modal parameters estimated at low level are collected in Table 1. Comparison thresholds for
natural frequency, damping ratio and MAC value are set to 1.25 %, 10 % and 0.95, respectively. The motivation of these choices
is later discussed in Subsection 5.4. We choose to include in each experiment, only one direction for each bolted connection.


















Figure 12: Comparison diagram computed at high level (44 N RMS). Splines with 5 knots on relative displacements of the
outputs denoted as RiReBC:Z, RiFrBC:Z, LeReBC:Y and LeFrBC:X are included in the FNSI routine. Dot: no equivalence in
natural frequency; cross: equivalence in natural frequency; square: extra equivalence in damping ratio; circle: extra equivalence
in MAC value; triangle: full equivalence. Comparison thresholds for natural frequency, damping ratio and MAC value are 1.25 %,
10 % and 0.95, respectively. The green lines are the comparable model orders and the blue marks indicate the selected system
poles.
Thus, employing a full factorial Design of Experiments with 4 factors (the 4 attachments) and 3 levels (the 3 directions), a table of
81 possible combinations is obtained. With this strategy, only 8 of the 24 output channels related to the bolted connections have
to be included in the FNSI routine. By the comparison approach, it is found that splines with 5 knots on relative displacements
are the simplest functional forms able to suitably capture the physical mechanisms activating the nonlinear phenomena. It is
worth to here stress the reduced dimensionality of the consequent inverse problem, that encompasses 20 basis functions, 2
external forces, 32 outputs for the aircraft main body and 8 outputs for the bolted connections.
5.2 Choice of the processed bandwidth
As anticipated in Section 4, the bandwidth processed for the identification ranges from 7 to 21.5 Hz. This choice is principally
made for reducing the computational burden. In fact, the dimensionality reduction operated through the comparison approach
may become not sufficient when the FNSI method has to deal with a considerable number of basis functions. The restriction of the
bandwidth is helpful for avoiding memory issues, even if does not allow for preserving the nonlinear distortions usually appearing
outside the whole band of excitation (from 7 to 45 Hz). Owing to this dimensionality, time-domain identification techniques, as,
in particular, the subspace method proposed in Ref. [5], are likely to suffer from computational memory issues, because of their
inability to reject less informative measured samples. Moreover, few methods in the technical literature are capable of reliably
handling a large amount of nonlinear coefficients. For instance,the conditioned reverse path method Ref. [13] estimates the
coefficients sequentially, i.e. errors are accumulated throughout the identification process, and would probably lead to very large
errors in the present case study. Another example is the nonlinear identification through feedback of the outputs method Ref. [9],
whose estimation accuracy is known to decrease rapidly as the number of parameters increases.
5.3 Determination of the model order
The third step in Figure 5 is the determination of the model order. One can notice that, here, the information about the poles’
stabilization may become ambiguous and difficult to be interpreted (Fig. 11). In modal analysis, the stabilization diagram is often
used to assist the analyst in separating the physical system poles from the mathematical ones. Since the linear identification
has been accomplished at low level, the correct physical poles have been already collected. This means that in the comparison
diagram the spurious poles are a priori discarded, since they are classified as non comparable in natural frequency at the
beginning of the analysis. On the contrary, the stabilization diagram may lead to the selection of stable, but not comparable
underlying linear properties. These considerations remark the importance of the proposed strategy, in which the comparison
approach represents a useful methodology that allows for: i) refining the localization of nonlinearities, and ii) revealing the
presence of comparable model orders.
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Figure 13: FRF LeReWi:Y/RiIn:Z. Comparison between FNSI synthesis at low (4.4 N RMS) and high (44 N RMS) levels.
5.4 Estimation of the underlying linear properties
In Figure 12 we show the comparison diagram corresponding to the experiment that involves the outputs denoted as RiReBC:Z,
RiFrBC:Z, LeReBC:Y and LeFrBC:X. Three consecutive model orders, i.e. the 42, 44 and 46, are found to be comparable. An
extra equivalence in the MAC value is evident only for the first mode. Depending on the chosen model order, the damping ratio
may result comparable on the third or on the second mode. Of course, these outcomes are absolutely dependent on the imposed
tolerance limits. We stress that the comparison approach is really sensitive to tolerance fixed on the natural frequencies, mainly
owing to the construction of the acceptance regions. Obviously, the larger are these regions, the higher is the chance of finding
comparable model orders. On the opposite, using strict tolerance values leads to the estimate of more accurate underlying
linear properties. Moving from these considerations, the analyst is suggested to set the comparison thresholds according to the
application. In Figure 10 a small shift can be noticed for the first 3 peaks of the FRF estimated at high level. This means that, for
the present investigation, the adoption of severe tolerance limits is strongly recommended.
The FRF LeReWi:Y/RiIn:Z synthesized by the FNSI at model order 42 is depicted in Figure 13. When compared to the synthesis
obtained at low level, many additional peaks are now visible, which corresponds to the numerous spurious poles present at this
model order. Due to the extra equivalence on the damping ratio, a good agreement is observable only at the third resonant
frequency (12.75 Hz). A useful way to improve this result is presented in Section 6.
5.5 Estimation of the nonlinear coecients
With the last step in Figure 5, the state-space model is converted to the physical space, in order to visualize the restoring
forces, fitted by using cubic splines. To this end, the conversion scheme detailed in Ref. [6] is utilized. As a result, the nonlinear
coefficients identified from the extended FRF matrix He (!) are spectral quantities, i.e. are complex-valued and frequency-
dependent. A reliable identification, together with an appropriate selection of the basis functions, should make the imaginary
parts much smaller than the corresponding real parts. The coefficients’ frequency dependence should also remain small. These
indications are usually utilized as criteria for the quality assessment of the estimated nonlinear parameters. In Figure 14, we
illustrate the real and the imaginary parts of the complex-valued coefficients related to the output LeFrBC:X, whose estimation
results to be that more affected by errors. The variations along the frequency axis are located at the same positions of the
selected modal parameters. As one can clearly observe, on both the curves the spurious poles give rise to sharpest peaks,
in turn, heavily affecting the average values of the estimated coefficients. To mitigate this effect, the frequency range for the
conversion is restricted to the flat zone ranging from 13 to 14 Hz (Fig. 14). In this range, the ratios between the averaged
real and imaginary parts are computed, actually revealing the output LeFrBC:X as the worst estimated among the four of the
experiment (see the fourth row of Table 2). This result is even improved in the next section (Sec. 6), by using an appropriate
strategy specifically designed for removing the spurious poles.
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Figure 14: Complex-valued estimates of the 5 nonlinear coefficients related to the output LeFrBC:X in the full bandwidth (7 –
21.5 Hz).
Location Coeff. 1 Coeff. 2 Coeff. 3 Coeff. 4 Coeff. 5
RiReBC:Z 0.16 -0.10 0.92 0.33 0.08
RiFrBC:Z 1.84 0.80 1.38 1.33 1.02
LeReBC:Y 0.16 -0.90 1.70 -0.42 0.98
LeFrBC:X 0.87 -0.38 0.02 -0.71 -1.10
TABLE 2: Ratio between averaged real and imaginary parts in logarithmic scaling. The estimate is performed in the 13 – 14 Hz
band.
6 PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR REMOVING SPURIOUS POLES AND IMPROVED RESULTS
The presence of the spurious poles can be attributed to many different causes, e.g. noise on the data, modeling errors, com-
putational issues, etc. Classical subspace methods do not provide the user with the possibility of selecting poles computed at a
given model order, not allowing for discarding the spurious ones. In the usual procedure, in fact, all the poles have to be included.
To avoid this drawback, an appropriate novel strategy is employed for removing the spurious poles. In the first part of the FNSI
method, the underlying linear properties are directly computed from the continuous state and output matrices Ac 2 R2n2n
and C 2 Rl2n. Then, the discrete extended input and direct feedthrough matrices Bed 2 R2n(m+s) and De 2 Rl(m+s) are
calculated by defining the transfer function matrix Gs (k) associated with the state-space model












W2 (k)jY (k) He (k)E (k)j2 (10)
where zk = ej2k/N is the Z-transform variable for discrete-time models, W(k) is a real-valued weighting function, Y(k) and E(k)
represent the output spectra and the extended input vector, F denotes the number of frequency samples, the subscripts c and
d refer to continuous and discrete time models, while l and m indicate the number of outputs and the number of inputs involved
in the identification, respectively. The continuous-time state-space matrices can be converted in discrete-time form by means of
the following relations, considering a sampling frequency fs







where expm indicates the matrix exponential. The employed procedure for the removal of spurious poles consists in the reduction
of the dimensionality of the state-space matrices. From the eigenvalue decomposition of Ac the poles of the system and the
eigenvectors are collected in c 2 C2n2n and V 2 C2n2n, respectively. Once np poles are selected by the analyst, the
corresponding diagonal terms in c are extracted and a reduced matrix of system poles is obtained c 2 C2nr2nr (nr = 2 np).
The same procedure of extraction is repeated on the columns of V, leading to V 2 C2n2nr . The reduced output matrix
C 2 Cl2nr is, thus, calculated in modal coordinates
C = CV (12)
and the following Eq. 13 is utilized to replace Eq. 9 in the minimization problem, in order to derive the Bed and D
e matrices




 1 Bed +De. (13)
The array Bed 2 C2nr(m+s) is the discrete extended input matrix represented in modal coordinates. We comment that for
converting c and Bed to discrete and continuous time forms the same relations holding forAc andB
e
d (Eq. 11) can be employed,
respectively. Finally, the extended FRF matrix He (!) is estimated and the typical scheme for conversion to the physical space
can be applied to retrieve the nonlinear coefficients.
FNSI at Low Level FNSI at High Level Error
Mode fn (Hz)  (%) fn (Hz)  (%) f (%) (%)
1 9.02 0.29 8.94 0.42 0.89 44.83
2 10.64 0.78 10.54 0.50 0.94 35.90
3 12.75 0.67 12.62 0.72 1.02 7.46
4 18.71 1.34 18.78 0.16 0.37 88.06
5 20.23 0.86 20.00 0.20 1.14 76.74
TABLE 3: Comparison between FNSI estimates at low and high levels. Estimated natural frequencies (fn) and damping ratios
() in the 7 – 21.5 Hz band. The fourth and the fifth columns refers to underlying linear properties selected in Fig. 12.
In the comparison diagram of Figure 12 the blue marks indicate the selected system poles at model order 42. In Table 3, the
linear properties identified at low level (see Section 4), together with the associated frequencies estimated at high level are
reported. As one can see, the error values are respectful of the imposed comparison thresholds and this means that, since
strict tolerances can be fixed on natural frequencies, a consequent matching is found between estimates at low and high levels.
Differently, the overall estimate of damping ratios is less satisfactory. The damping ratios that present higher discrepancies are
those corresponding to modes 4 and 5. Probably, this fact may be related to the activation of nonlinear phenomena involving
damping forces. This behavior, already singled out during the detection step, is further stressed and put in evidence by the
comparison diagram. In fact, the last region ranging from 17 to 21 Hz is very confused and really affected by the presence of not
comparable solutions. We even comment that the splines utilized in the present identification are not able to capture this kind of
behavior, being solely defined on the relative displacement. Future investigations will be made in this direction.
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Figure 15: Improved FRF LeReWi:Y/RiIn:Z. Comparison between FNSI synthesis at low (4.4 N RMS) and high (44 N RMS)
levels. The selected poles are depicted in Fig. 12.
The results presented in Table 3 have a direct influence on the synthesis of FRFs. The same FRF described in the previous
section (Sec. 5), i.e. the one of output LeReWi:Y/RiIn:Z, is depicted in Figure 15, where 5 distinct peaks are now clearly visible
also at high level. Due to a more reliable estimate of the damping ratio, a good agreement is confirmed for the third mode,
and a relevant improvement is also achieved in the cases of the first two frequencies, as evidenced by the phase plot. Again
by inspecting the comparison between FRF syntheses, we may conclude that mode 4 and 5 are the most distorted and, as
expected, a huge discrepancy is observed in the magnitude plot.
Location Coeff. 1 Coeff. 2 Coeff. 3 Coeff. 4 Coeff. 5
RiReBC:Z 0.96 1.72 1.94 1.68 0.95
RiFrBC:Z 0.98 1.68 1.25 1.78 1.05
LeReBC:Y 0.52 0.85 0.57 1.06 0.08
LeFrBC:X 0.36 1.00 0.40 1.64 0.97
TABLE 4: Improved ratio between averaged real and imaginary parts in logarithmic scaling. The estimate is performed in the
15 – 16.5 Hz band. The selected poles are depicted in Fig. 12.
Again, the last step is the conversion of the reduced state-space model to the physical space. In Figure 16 the complex-valued
coefficients estimated by the FNSI method in the whole frequency bandwidth are represented. With respect to Figure 14 the
diagram appears highly improved. The sharpness of the peaks is now mitigated both for the real and the imaginary parts.
Extremely interesting results are obtained by performing the estimate in the frequency range from 15 to 16.5 Hz (see Table 4),
where the ratio between the averaged real and imaginary parts, in log scale, are now positive for all the coefficients, meaning
that, finally, a good estimate has been accomplished. We comment that the trend of the estimated nonlinear restoring forces
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Figure 16: Improved complex-valued estimates of the 5 nonlinear coefficients related to the output LeFrBC:X in the full bandwidth
(7 – 21.5 Hz). The selected poles are depicted in Fig. 12.
.
is consistent with the nature of the bolted connections (see Fig. 17). In fact, a combined softening-hardening behavior can be
observed for RiReBC:Z, RiFrBC:Z and LeReBC:Y, while in the case of output LeFrBC:X, a simple softening effect is found out.
It is worth to stress that due the high stiffness, the nonlinear behavior of bolted connections is activated in the very small scale
of relative displacements (10 2 mm). Moreover, a high density of points is present inside the softening region (3  10 2 mm),
that may probably explain the overall softening behavior observed in the detection step (Sec. 4), and that can now certainly
considered imputable to loosening in the attachments.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In the presented research, new tools and strategies have been implemented in the FNSI methodology to tackle the experimental
identification of a full-scale aircraft, affected by the presence of many nonlinearities. The strength of the proposed comparison
approach consists in the possibility of reducing the dimensionality of the inverse problem, avoiding the memory issues that may
arise when large data sets are employed. On the other hand, the nonlinear identification can be carried out without loosing
relevant information that might be related to the not included outputs. In addition, this strategy can be utilized to evaluate the
capability of the chosen basis functions of encompassing the activated nonlinear phenomena. In this context, the limits of the
stabilization analysis have been exploited at high level. A new visualization tool, named comparison diagram, is used to reveal
the existence of comparable model orders in which the underlying linear properties are recovered within certain tolerance limits.
At high level, cubic splines with 5 knots on the relative displacement, related to the selected outputs, are included in the FNSI
routine. An improved agreement is found when comparing FRFs synthesized at low and high levels, after a novel procedure for
spurious poles’ removal is applied. In the end, the estimated nonlinear restoring forces have proved to be consistent with the
nature of the bolted connections. Despite the fact that an overall softening behavior has been observed in the detection step,
the estimates have revealed an additional combined softening-hardening behavior, that is certainly imputable to loosening in
the attachments. A less satisfying agreement is found out on estimates of damping ratios at high level, that may be probably
related to the activation of nonlinear phenomena involving the damping forces. In the present study splines on velocity were not
considered, but this will be the focus of our future investigations. More over, to refine the achieved results effort will be spent for
improving the proposed novel tools and procedures.
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Figure 17: Improved nonlinear stiffness curves reconstructed at high level (44 N RMS) at different output locations. Red circles
localise the 5 chosen knots of the splines. The selected poles are depicted in Fig. 12.
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